BLASTING GELATINE, BALLISTITE AND
PROGRESSIVE-POWDER
founder of the modern explosives industry, it may be relevant to
say a few words about the men who were his principal collaborators,
apart from his father and his brothers, Emil and Robert, whose
share in his work has already been mentioned.
A couple of young engineers, by name T. H. Rathsman and A. E.
Rosengren, were the original factory managers appointed by the
nitro-glycerine company. The former was in charge of the
manufacture on the punt in Bockholmsund. His daily reports of
February, 1865, are still available, and they contain a number of
eloquent details regarding the dangers and difficulties under
which the work was carried out. He seems to have resigned his
appointment with the nitro-glycerine company during the following
year, and to have been engaged by a chalk and slate quarry near
Kinnekulle, where he introduced the use of nitro-glycerine. In
1867 or 1868 he succeeded Dittmar as factory manager at Krummel,
and assisted Alfred Nobel to start the manufacture of Meselguhr
dynamite. He was killed by the explosion of the agth May, 1870,
which entirely destroyed the nitro-glycerine factory at Kriimmel.
The cause of the explosion seems to have been a rapid generation
of heat and inadequate application of water cooling. At that time
people were comparatively inexperienced regarding the dangers
connected with the separation of nitro-glycerine from residuary
acids.
Alarik Liedbeck succeeded Rosengren in 1866 as factory
manager at Winterwik; of Nobel's colleagues his name is associated
above all,with the purely technical development of Nobel's in-
ventions* Liedbeck worked with Nobel for thirty years, first as
factory manager, then as a factory designer of real genius, and
finally as a consulting engineer to the various dynamite factories."
During these years the manufacturing and technical details of the
production of nitro-glycerine, dynamite and baffistite were essen-
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